Amphibian decline in a Central European forest and the importance of woody debris for population persistence
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A B S T R A C T
Achieving an understanding of species’ temporal and spatial abundance patterns is a prerequisite for proper conservation and management decisions. Little is known of the ecological indicators of census size or biomass of terrestrial amphibian communities and historical estimates of population size are rare. Here we took advantage of abundance and biomass data collected in 1967/1968 for a leaf-litter amphibian community in Niepolomice Forest (NF) in south-central Poland. Using the same technique (removal sampling), we censused the amphibian community of this forest 50 years later (2016/2017), spatially matching a subset of current plots with the historical sampling sites. Averaged over all plots, we revealed at least a fourfold decline in amphibian abundance from 2817 ± 776 individuals/ha in 1967 to 674 ± 508 individuals/ha currently, paralleled by a decline in biomass from roughly 15.5 ± 1.7 to 3.8 ± 3.1 kg/ha. The decline was more striking (over 15-fold) for current plots placed in the same forest division as the historical plots (mean counts of 157 ± 103 individuals/ha corresponding in biomass to 1.0 ± 0.5 kg/ha). We also recorded a change in species composition between surveys, and propose that conversion of aquatic habitat and forest succession have decreased amphibian diversity and abundance in NF. Further, we estimated densities of anuran amphibians in forest plots differing in management regime and local habitat characteristics for contemporary plots (all historical plots were placed in managed forest). We found that unmanaged, old growth forest plots with coarse woody debris on the forest floor held on average twice as many anurans compared to plots in managed stands. Average body condition of the most common species, Rana temporaria, measured as a scaled mass index, was enhanced in plots situated in old growth forest. Our findings suggest that the preservation of old growth forests containing coarse woody debris may boost anuran abundance, biomass and body condition, and has the potential to buffer against long-term demographic decline. Moreover, the retention of deadwood could be a means of increasing the conservation potential of managed forests for terrestrial amphibian communities.

1. Introduction

With 40 % of assessed species threatened with demise (IUCN, 2018), amphibians are iconic of the sixth great mass extinction affecting our planet (Wake and Vredenburg, 2008). Among the many factors contributing to amphibian declines, habitat alteration is one of the most serious (Ficetola et al., 2015; Nowakowski et al., 2017). The biphasic life cycles of many species and general reliance on aquatic or moist habitats put them at odds with the needs of an expanding human population. Deforestation and the drainage of wetlands has decimated amphibian populations in many areas of the world (Cushman, 2006). Synergistic interactions with other factors such as environmental pollutants, invasive species, pathogens and atmospheric change are probably commonplace (Blaustein et al., 2011; Pabijan et al., 2020). Declines have been noted in relatively secure or even pristine habitat (McNemey et al., 2008), emphasizing that conservation policies need to factor in threats other than habitat destruction to be effective. Moreover, natural fluctuations in amphibian abundance make it challenging to
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determine whether an observed decline was human-induced or the result of a natural dip in population size (Pechmann et al., 1991). Halting or mitigating amphibian loss thus requires careful consideration of the evidence for a decline and the anthropogenic and natural factors that determine population dynamics at the appropriate spatial scale (Grant et al., 2016). Key to determining whether a population is under decline are reliable abundance estimates that can be compared to population sizes in previous years as a frame of reference.

Forests harbour most of the Earth’s terrestrial biodiversity (FAO and UNEP, 2020) and provide habitat for 80 % of the world’s amphibian species (Vie et al., 2009). Forest management is clearly relevant for amphibian conservation. In general, clearcutting has a detrimental effect on amphibian numbers and diversity, however, its long term consequences are variable and depend upon the amount and complexity of microhabitat retained after timber extraction (DeMaynadier and Hunter 1995; Dupuis et al., 1995; Homayack and Haas, 2009). Intact old growth forest with a microhabitat-rich forest floor is particularly valuable for amphibians (Thompson and Donnelly, 2018). Decaying wood provisions forest-litter amphibians with cool and moist microhabitats for foraging, breeding and overwintering and is typically associated with high amphibian abundance (DeMaynadier and Hunter, 1995; Otto et al., 2013). However, in regions with a long history of forest management, as in many European countries, old growth forests with abundant dead are scarce (Forest Europe, 2020). Moreover, intense or misguided forest management continuously threatens even the best preserved European forest ecosystems such as Białowieża Primeval Forest (Selva et al., 2020).

Forest management strategies also affect amphibian population vital rates such as survival and age structure, as well as body condition (Todd and Rothermel, 2006; Homayack and Haas, 2009; Homayack et al., 2011; Veysey Powell and Babbitt, 2015). These parameters provide direct measures of the effect of habitat alteration on amphibians and also offer insight into amphibian population dynamics in forests subjected to different degrees of anthropogenic impact. For instance, canopy removal was shown to decrease body mass and survival but not abundance of southern toads (Todd and Rothermel, 2006). Rittenhouse et al. (2008) found elevated juvenile mortality due to desiccation in three anuran species inhabiting clearcuts, while Veysey Powell and Babbitt (2015) showed that clearcutting is associated with strong sublethal effects on size and body condition in forest litter amphibians. Homayack et al. (2011) revealed greater energy expenditure in salamanders from forests with a history of disturbance. These examples suggest that integrating changes in abundance and species richness with population vital rates may help to achieve effective population management (Armstrong, 2005).

Here, our first aim is to compare historical and contemporary terrestrial amphibian abundance and biomass from a Central European deciduous forest. Based on previous results that showed moderate to severe declines of most amphibian species at the regional scale of south-central Poland (Bonk and Pabijan, 2010), we expect to find negative demographic trends at the local level. Replicating a previous study, we obtained abundance estimates by employing removal sampling in contemporary plots representing different forest habitats and compared them to data collected 50 years earlier (Głowaciński and Witkowski, 1970). We augmented the historical and contemporary abundance data by modelling imperfect detection using a Bayesian implementation of removal sampling (Mántyniemi et al., 2005; White et al., 1982).

Our second aim is to gauge whether differing forest management regimes and habitat characteristics influence anuran abundance, biomass and body condition based on data from contemporary plots. We hypothesize that increased microhabitat complexity of old growth forest supports a larger number and higher biomass of litter-dwelling anurans compared to plots in managed forest. Moreover, we predict that frogs from managed woodland have lower body condition on account of poorer habitat quality. We assessed whether a set of four local habitat variables could explain the spatial variation in abundance and biomass of anuran amphibians. We included coarse downed woody debris as a habitat variable because it is a potential determinant of amphibian abundance and also clearly differentiates between forest management strategies in NF (i.e., conservation vs exploitation). Using morphometric data for the most common species (Rana temporaria) collected from contemporary plots, we also tested for differences in body condition in frogs from unmanaged old growth vs managed forest.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area

The study site (Fig. 1A) encompassed the northernmost fragment of Niepolomice Forest (NF, 5005’N, 2022’E) located about 30 km east of Kraków in southcentral Poland. This forest fragment (~1500 ha), managed by the State Forests National Forest Holding of Poland, is deciduous with a predominance of oaks (Quercus sp.), small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata), common hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) and common alder (Alnus glutinosa) and is mostly used for timber extraction. The study area encompasses Lipówka reserve (25.7 ha) which has been legally protected since 1957, contains old growth oak forest >180 years of age and is not subject to management. The forest floor in this reserve contains numerous decaying logs, woody and herbaceous debris and a diverse biota (Głowaciński and Kazmierczakowa, 1978; Holeksa et al., 2020). This microhabitat contrasts with the structure of the forest floor in younger, managed forest in which woody debris is routinely removed.

2.2. Historical data

Quantitative data on amphibian abundance and biomass was collected in August of 1967 and 1968 by Głowaciński and Witkowski (1970) in NF. These authors surveyed 5 plots (3 plots in 1967 and 2 plots in 1968) of 30 m × 30 m dimensions and captured and removed all amphibians present over a period of five to seven days (10–14 consecutive removal sessions during early morning and late evening). Precise locations, i.e. GPS coordinates, of historical plots are unavailable. For the three plots surveyed in 1967, we obtained the original field notes (courtesy of Z. Głowaciński) which included detailed species counts per each removal session. Only summary statistics are available for plots from 1968.

2.3. Sampling design

In 2016 and 2017 we replicated and expanded the field design of Głowaciński and Witkowski (1970) by constructing 16 plots (Fig. 1A, Table 1) of 30 m × 30 m dimensions. We placed six plots (group N, Fig. 1A) in the same forest subdivisions (rectangular 700 m × 350 m sections of forest in this part of NF) as the previous study. We consider these plots as direct revisits of the historical sampling sites. We situated the remaining 10 contemporary plots over a broader area of NF, including protected old growth forest in Lipówka reserve as well as managed forest towards the east (groups L and E, respectively, Fig. 1A–C). One plot from group L (L12) was placed in managed forest at the border of the reserve. These additional plots were used to (1) obtain robust current abundance and biomass estimates through increasing sample size and habitat representativeness of contemporary plots, and (2) assess the influence of forest management regimes on amphibian abundance, biomass and body condition. Drift fences (agrofabric canvas buried 5–10 cm into the ground, fastened to wooden stakes for support) were erected along the full perimeters of 11 plots. Five plots lacked perimeter fencing but were delimited by placing colored string along their borders. Unfenced plots allowed for potential movement of individuals into and out of the plots. The presence/absence of perimeter drift fencing was part of the removal sampling protocol and was not a modality used in data analysis. Distances between plots within groups were at least 100 m.
2.4. Fieldwork

The seasonal timing and weather conditions of the fieldwork in 2016/2017 were similar to those of the reference study (Głowaciński and Witkowski, 1970). Fieldwork took place between 18–24 of August 2016 and 19–25 of August 2017 during or after periods of relatively heavy rainfall (Supp. Fig. 1) and elevated surface activity of amphibians. The timing of the fieldwork coincided with a sedentary (foraging) phase.
of the seasonal cycle of amphibians in NF because breeding migrations of adults and dispersal of juveniles from natal sites are limited at this time of year, while migration towards overwintering sites has not yet commenced.

Each plot was systematically traversed by two people in 10–12 removal sessions conducted in the early morning (6:00 am–9:00 am, for 40 min.) and late evening (21:00 pm–01:00 am, for 60 min.) with headlamps for illumination after dark, resulting in sampling effort of 16–20 person/hours per plot over the removal period. Field workers were rotated among study plots. Amphibians were identified to species, counted and measured immediately after each removal session. Measurements included snout vent length (SVL) and body mass (BM) taken using digital calipers to the nearest 0.1 mm and Pesola scales to the nearest 0.1 g. All captured amphibians were placed in temporary enclosures and released at their sites of capture after completion of the study.

2.5. Local habitat variables

In March and April of 2016 and 2017, we collected data on local habitat variables that are biologically relevant to amphibians and may influence their abundance and biomass: deadwood volume, number of potential breeding sites in the vicinity of plots, distance to potential overwintering site, and distance to nearest paved road. We georeferenced and surveyed (visual survey and dip-netting) all potential amphibian breeding sites, defined as permanent or semi-permanent lentic water bodies holding water at least until May. Because the most common amphibian noted in our study, *Rana temporaria*, typically overwinters underwater (Juszczak, 1987), we also noted all potential aquatic overwintering sites for this species, defined as permanent lentic water bodies, deep ditches and streams. The volume of coarse woody debris (WDV) was estimated in all contemporary forest plots by measuring stumps, lying tree logs and branches of diameter > 10 cm, using the following formulas (Wolski 2002) for calculations:

$$WD_V = \sum_i \left(3.14 \left(\frac{W}{2} + T/2\right)^2 L_i\right) / 40000 \text{ for tree logs and branches}$$

$$WD_V = \sum_i \left(3.14 \left(D_i^2 L_i\right) \right) / 40000 \text{ for tree stumps}$$

where W is the diameter at the wider end of the log or branch (cm), T is the diameter at the thinner end of the log (cm), L is the total length/height of the log/stump (m), D is the diameter of the stump (cm) and 40,000 is a constant used to convert obtained values to m$^3$.

2.6. Data analysis

The raw data used for obtaining abundance estimates consisted of counts of amphibians per removal session for 16 plots surveyed in 2016/2017 and for three plots surveyed in 1967. We applied a Bayesian model of population size estimation (Mäntyniemi et al., 2005) that relaxes the assumption of constant capture probability among individuals and can deal with non-declining catches in successive removal trials. The Bayesian model assumes that the size of the population does not change over the sampling period and that individual probability of capture is randomly distributed in the population. Mean probability of capture q and population sizes n for each removal trial are drawn from user-specified prior probability density functions. To avoid systematic bias in capture probabilities resulting from alternating nighttime and daytime searches, we combined morning and evening searches, obtaining 5–7 removals per plot, each composed of two counts of removed individuals. We followed Mäntyniemi et al. (2005) in assuming a Beta distribution, $q \sim \text{Beta}(1.1.1.1)$ for the initial distribution of q and a vague uniform prior, $\log(n) \sim \text{Unif}(0.10)$, on the variation in q in subsequent removals. A flat prior was also placed on population size, log(N) ~ Unif(0, 8), translating to population sizes from 0 to ~3000 individuals per removal. The upper limit of ~3000 individuals was selected as approximately 10x the highest median posterior population size. We modified the code from Mantyniemi et al. (2005) and used OpenBUGS 3.2.3 (Lunn et al., 2009) with Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation (MCMC) to obtain posterior distributions of the parameters. After compiling the model (refer to Supp. Material 1 for code and data) we ran two chains. The number of iterations depended on how quickly the chains converged (between 100,000 – 200,000) which was assessed by examining sample traces for n and q using the sample monitoring tool in OpenBugs. Estimates for n and q were obtained by removing the first 50 % of the iterations as burnin, thinning by 50–100, and then combining the remaining samples (2000 from each chain). Mann-Whitney tests were used to compare differences in abundance and biomass between historical and contemporary data.

Linear mixed models calculated in the R library lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) were used to assess the influence of environmental (predictor) variables (Table 1; Table S1) on median amphibian abundance values and total amphibian biomass (response variables) obtained for contemporary plots. As predictors, we used continuous variables including the volume of coarse woody debris, number of breeding sites in 500 m perimeter to plot, distance to nearest wintering site and distance to road. We defined a random variable, area, referring to the geographical location of a plot with three levels: groups L, N and E (Fig. 1). This variable accounts for the unexplained similarity in amphibian abundance/biomass between closely situated plots. We first tested for normality of residual values in the predictor variables and for correlations among variables (Table S2). Next, we standardized predictor variables by subtracting their means from all values and dividing by twice the standard deviation. We applied Akaike’s information criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc) for model selection using the dredge function in the R package MuMIn (Barton, 2009) but compared only eight models (plus the intercept only null model) by limiting the number of predictor variables in a single model to two and by removing models containing variables with correlation coefficients >0.6.

Body condition indices were calculated from measurements of snout vent length (SVL) and body mass (BM) on a dataset consisting of individuals of the most numerous species, *Rana temporaria* (n = 607, Table S3). We did not attempt this analysis for the second most numerous species, *Bufo bufo* (n = 101), as only 21 individuals of this species were collected from managed forest. We deemed the sample sizes for *B. bufo* and all remaining species in the community as too low for a meaningful analysis.

For *Rana temporaria*, we calculated the scaled mass index of body condition (SMI) that accounts for the allometric relationship between mass and linear body structures and standardizes each measure enabling direct comparisons among different populations (Peig and Green, 2009). We followed Peig and Green (2009) by first regressing mass on length, extracting the slope of the linear regression of the natural logarithms of mass and length which we divided by Pearson’s $r$ of the same variables, and used this ratio as the power function in the SMI calculation. Finally, we computed the SMI for each individual using mean SVL as a constant for a meaningful analysis.

For *Rana temporaria*, we calculated the scaled mass index of body condition (SMI) that accounts for the allometric relationship between mass and linear body structures and standardizes each measure enabling direct comparisons among different populations (Peig and Green, 2009). We followed Peig and Green (2009) by first regressing mass on length, extracting the slope of the linear regression of the natural logarithms of mass and length which we divided by Pearson’s $r$ of the same variables, and used this ratio as the power function in the SMI calculation. Finally, we computed the SMI for each individual using mean SVL as a constant for a meaningful analysis.
3. Results

3.1. Temporal trends in amphibian abundance and biomass

In 2016/2017 we captured and removed 739 amphibians from 16 experimental plots (Table 1, Fig. 2A,B, Table S4). Three species predominated: *Rana temporaria* (607 individuals, 82.1 %), *Bufo bufo* (101 ind., 13.7 %) and *R. arvalis* (25 ind., 3.4 %). The numbers of individuals removed per plot varied from 3 to 120 (Table 1, Fig. 2B). In 1967/1968, Gowacinski and Witkowski (1970) removed 1144 individuals from five plots, in which *B. bufo* (64.9 %), *R. arvalis* (18.4 %) and *R. temporaria* (10.7 %) predominated, with smaller shares of *Pelophylax* sp. (3.3 %), *Bombina bombina* (1.95 %) and *Lissotriton vulgaris* (0.6 %). Direct counts of individuals (and not proportions as in the original publication) were available from field notes for three of these plots (Fig. 2B, Table S4) showing similar shares of species and between 174 and 242 amphibians removed per plot (Table 1).

The MCMC simulations applied in the Bayesian estimates of abundance converged for the study plots, revealing declining probability of capture and population sizes over successive removal passes. Bayesian estimates of abundance, accounting for heterogeneity in probability of capture, were up to ~30 % higher than the raw counts of individuals per plot (Fig. 2C, Table 1). Plots characterized by relatively low depletion (i.e., numbers of captured animals in consecutive removal passes) produced wider 97.5 % quantiles of the posterior distribution of n, i.e., higher uncertainty in the posterior estimates of abundance. Nonetheless, the posterior distributions of n for all experimental plots were highly skewed towards low values compared to the prior distribution, with most median values and interquartile ranges well below 200 individuals (Fig. 2C). We did not find differences in median values of amphibian abundance between open and closed plots (53.1 ± 46.3 vs 64.1 ± 47.5, respectively; Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.82), nor between sampling years 2016 and 2017 (57.1 ± 44.6 vs 65.5 ± 50.4, respectively; Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.92) and we therefore did not differentiate between these plot types when presenting summary statistics below.

Based on median values of Bayesian abundance estimates, historical plots contained larger numbers of amphibians compared to contemporary plots (means ± SDs of 253.6 ± 69.9 vs 60.7 ± 45.8, respectively; Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.01; Table 1, Fig. 2C). This difference was even more pronounced when the comparison was limited to current plots positioned in the same forest division as the historical plots (group N, current mean abundance 14.2 ± 9.3). Contemporary mean ± SD amphibian biomass per plot (Table 1, Table S5), calculated as the sum of weights for all individuals removed from a plot in 2016–2017, amounted to 362.7 ± 265.6 g (range 19.6–791.9 g) and was considerably lower than historical biomass estimates (2506.4 ± 1111.6 g, Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.01).

3.2. Current spatial trends in amphibian abundance and biomass

We found substantial heterogeneity in amphibian abundance estimates for contemporary plots (Fig. 2). Mean abundance estimates for plots in old growth forest (group L, 87.7 ± 43.1) tended to be higher than those in managed forest (44.5 ± 41.0; Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.05). However, when partitioned by geographic location, we found that abundance estimates of northern sampling sites (group N, 14.2 ± 9.3) were significantly smaller than those of group E (90.6 ± 17.1) and L (Mann-Whitney tests: P < 0.01 for both tests, see also Fig. 3). Moreover, we found that mean amphibian biomass in old growth forest was significantly higher than for managed forest plots (599.7 ± 183.7 g vs 219.5 ± 195.5 g; Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.05), although this relationship was driven mostly by low biomass values in group N (91.1 ± 48.7) as the trend was apparent but not significant between groups L and E (599.7 ± 183.7 g vs 411.9 ± 168.5 g; Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.11). AICc-based model selection showed that three of the four best models explaining amphibian abundance included the volume of coarse woody debris (Table 2, Table S6, Fig. 3) and all models scored higher than the null with intercept only (Table S6). The linear mixed model indicated that most of the variance in amphibian abundance among plots was determined by the random factor geographic area (Table S7), however, higher deadwood volume also increased the number of captured amphibians (Table S7, Fig. 3). The best models explaining amphibian biomass (Table 2, Table S8) included different combinations of all four predictor variables, but their effects explained only a small part of the variance in amphibian biomass among plots (Table S9). We note a positive but weak effect of volume of coarse woody debris, and weak negative effects of distance to road and overwintering site (Table S9).

3.3. Amphibian body condition in managed vs. old growth forest

The distributions of body size (SVL) and body mass (BM) were clearly bimodal and showed significantly higher mean values for frogs from old growth forest plots (Fig. S2). SVL and BM were highly correlated (r² = 0.94, df = 604, P < 0.001). The scaled mass index of body condition (SMI) was about 10 % higher in *Rana temporaria* from old growth forest (5.03 ± 1.537) compared to individuals from managed forest (4.54 ± 0.881, t-test df = 503.03, P < 0.001, Fig. 4). Results for the residual index (RI) were fully consistent with those obtained for SMI (Fig. S3). Mean RI was higher and positive in frogs from old growth forest compared to individuals from managed forest (0.46 ± 0.2603 vs −0.049 ± 0.1751, t-test df = 549, P < 0.001).

Inspection of Fig. 4 and Fig. S3 revealed that enhanced body condition was particularly apparent in smaller frogs. Using a cut-off value of ln (3.75) [corresponding to 4 cm] which roughly partitioned the bimodal distribution of ln(SVL) into small and large frogs (Fig. 4 and Fig. S2), a post-hoc test showed that mean SMI in small frogs from old growth forest was ~14 % higher than mean SMI in small frogs from managed forest (5.2 ± 1.71 vs 4.5 ± 0.88; t-test df = 320.36, P < 0.0001). This was not the case for mean SMI values in large frogs from old growth vs managed forest (4.7 ± 0.91 vs 4.6 ± 0.81; t-test df = 81.75, P = 0.6).

4. Discussion

4.1. Main conclusions and pitfalls

This study has three important results with implications for amphibian conservation and management in temperate forest ecosystems. First, we showed that amphibian abundance in a forested environment in Central Europe has substantially declined over the last half century: the leaf-litter amphibian community of NF contained at least four times as many individuals in 1967/1968 as it did in 2016/2017 (Table 1; Gowacinski and Witkowski, 1970). This is a conservative estimate that takes into account spatial variation in current amphibian abundance; a direct longitudinal comparison (group H vs group N) revealed a more dramatic local decline (see below). Second, current amphibian abundance and biomass varied among our study plots and was generally higher in or near old growth (i.e., unmanaged) forest stands. The volume of coarse woody debris on the forest floor partially explained this variation by increasing both parameters (Fig. 3). Third, we found that common frogs (*Rana temporaria*) captured in old growth forest had, on average, enhanced body condition compared to individuals from managed forest.

However, caution is required when interpreting these results. Our demographic conclusions are not based on a continuous time series but data from four field seasons (1967–1968 and 2016–2017). Because of episodic recruitment, amphibian populations will tend to decline over most years and then rebound in favorable years (Alford and Richards, 1999), meaning that demographic inference drawn from a small number of surveys may not be reliable. Temporal and spatial differences in exposure to sampling, as well as variable detection probabilities among...
Fig. 2. (A) Proportions of amphibian taxa removed in 1967/1968 (1144 individuals from 5 sampling plots) and in 2016/2017 (742 individuals from 16 sampling plots). Species are color coded as in B. (B) Amphibian counts and species compositions per plot. (C) Distributions of Bayesian posterior abundance estimates for each sampling plot. Outliers above 500 individuals were omitted. Historical plots are shaded, see Table 1 for plot abbreviations. (D) Longitudinal (1967 vs 2016–2017) and cross-sectional (only 2016–2017) comparisons of mean numbers of amphibians removed per plot; group L - old growth forest in Lipowka reserve, E - managed forest, eastern group, N - managed forest, northern group. Boxes show interquartile range (25th to 75th percentile) with lines and red dots representing medians and means, respectively, whiskers include higher and lower values, single points show outliers. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
placed in optimal amphibian habitat, the estimates may be biased to overwintering site; number of breeding sites in 500 m perimeter of plots; and S8 for full list of models. d – volume of coarse woody debris in each plot; nb – number of breeding sites in 500 m perimeter of plots; w – distance to nearest overwintering site; r – distance to paved road; AICc – Akaike information criterion corrected for small sample size; weight – model weight, df – degrees of freedom.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>Δ AICc</th>
<th>weight</th>
<th>df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n + d + r</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n + d + w</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n + nb + r</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n + d</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b + d + r</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b + r + w</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b + r + nb</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b + d + w</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Relationship between median amphibian abundance per plot and deadwood volume (m³) with color-coded geographic sampling areas. Regression line and 95% confidence intervals (gray shading) are derived from the global mixed effects model.

Table 2

Best models (Δ AICc < 6) explaining median abundance (n) and biomass (b) of amphibians per sampling plot. A random variable (area) describing the spatial position of each plot (L, N, E, see Table 1) was used in each model. See Tables S6 and S8 for full list of models. d – volume of coarse woody debris in each plot; nb – number of breeding sites in 500 m perimeter of plots; w – distance to nearest overwintering site; r – distance to paved road; AICc – Akaike information criterion corrected for small sample size; weight – model weight, df – degrees of freedom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>Δ AICc</th>
<th>weight</th>
<th>df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n + d + r</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n + d + w</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n + nb + r</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n + d</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b + d + r</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b + r + w</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b + r + nb</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b + d + w</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Species, age groups, plots and years may further distort abundance estimates (Schmidt and Pellet, 2010). Although these factors may have affected our results, we argue the data reflected a true decline for two reasons. First, we do not expect all species in a community to exhibit the same demographic trend at a given time point (e.g. Martínez-Solano et al., 2003). Nonetheless, our data revealed downtrends in absolute numbers of individuals for all surveyed species, despite a substantially greater sampling effort in 2016/2017. Second, we adhered to the sampling technique used previously (Glowaciński and Witkowski, 1970) under similar seasonal timing and weather conditions and optimized datasets from both survey periods by applying a Bayesian method accommodating heterogeneous capture probabilities.

A further weakness of our study is that the historical data relied on five sampling plots of which only three could be used directly for the temporal comparison and hence may not have been representative of amphibian abundance in NF at that time. If the historical plots were placed in optimal amphibian habitat, the estimates may be biased towards high amphibian densities. Half a century ago, the environmental conditions of this forest fragment contained a larger proportion of small, open, marshy wetlands (Dubiel, 1995; Barabasz, 1997; Wętzyk and Matyja, 2007; see section 4.2) implying a greater extent of high-quality amphibian habitat, which argues against overestimation of historical amphibian abundance. Nonetheless, we acknowledge that this part of NF, lying in the floodplain of a large river, most likely maintained a higher amphibian density than the surrounding agricultural landscape.

Our inference of higher anuran abundance in old growth vs managed forests should likewise be treated cautiously because all plots in the former category (group L) were located within a single nature reserve and therefore may not be representative of other old growth stands. Unfortunately, unmanaged deciduous forest approaching 200 years of age, as in the studied Lipówka reserve, is rare in Central Europe (Forest Europe, 2020). Comparable stands occur in the Bialowieża Primeval Forest in eastern Poland in which Pikulik et al. (2001) detected a similar pattern of highest anuran abundance in old growth forest with ample deadwood.

4.2. Amphibian decline in Niepołomice forest

Although there is general agreement that amphibians have declined in Central Europe (Heatwole and Wilkinson, 2019), few studies have provided quantitative evidence, mostly due to a lack of historical census data. In a recent meta-analysis of amphibian demographic trends in Europe, only five out of 843 time series came from Central European amphibian populations (Falaschi et al., 2019). Our study thus offers a unique glimpse into local demographic trends of a forest litter amphibian community from a region that has received little attention. Sadly, we revealed a precipitous decline in amphibian abundance and biomass in this area of southern Poland. The magnitude of the decline was fourfold if counts and biomass are averaged over all historical and contemporary sampling sites (Table 1). However, it is notable that in plots from group N, which can be considered as actual revisits to the historical sites, the counts (2817 ± 776 to 157 ± 103 individuals/ha) and biomass (from 15.5 ± 1.7 to 1.0 ± 0.5 kg/ha) of amphibians plummeted around fifteenfold between 1967 and 2016/2017 (Table 1). This area encompasses a spatially and temporally continuous stand of forest managed for sustainable yield involving forestry practices such as thinning, clearing of downed woody debris, small-scale harvest and afforestation. However, the forest subdivisions encompassing our sampling plots have not been clear-cut over the intervening 50 year period, suggesting that the underlying cause(s) of the amphibian decline are of general concern. Nonetheless, we note that the current low volume of deadwood found in plots N may have exacerbated the decline in this part of NF. Unfortunately, deadwood volumes for the historical plots are unavailable.

Many factors have had a detrimental impact on amphibian populations in Poland in recent decades (Pabijan and Ogielska, 2019), but
three stand out in the case of NF. First, the twentieth century brought about large-scale river regulation and embankment detrimental to floodplain habitat, and drainage of natural wetlands to make way for cropland, urban and industrial areas (Ciepielowski and Gutry-Korycka, 1993). This resulted in the destruction of aquatic habitat and an overall drop in groundwater levels. Semi-natural, forested areas were not exempt from water loss: between the 1950’s and early 2000’s, the area of inundated meadows and marshes (mostly remnants of oxbows of the Vistula river and its tributaries) in NF declined by over 50 % from 158 ha to 77 ha (Wężyk and Matyja, 2007). In the northern part of NF, in close proximity to our study plots, the drop in available surface- and groundwater led to a decrease in plant species typical of wet meadows and marshes (Dubiel, 1995; Barabasz, 1997), and most likely to a decrease in available aquatic and high-quality terrestrial habitat for amphibians. Second, from the 1950’s to the late 1980’s, NF was exposed to enormous amounts of industrial pollution from a nearby metallurgic complex (Weiner et al., 1997). Third, a public road cutting through this forest fragment (Fig. 1) was paved in the 1970’s, and probably inflicted considerable amphibian mortality through collisions with motor vehicles. We speculate that this combination of habitat-degrading anthropogenic factors could have decimated the local amphibian community, although other agents, such as the spread of infectious diseases (Palomar et al., 2021) may have also played a role. Unfortunately, the habitat degradation that has likely led to the decline of amphibians and deterioration of their habitat in NF is affecting wetland biodiversity at a global scale (Albert et al., 2021; Naidu et al., 2021).

We also noted a change in amphibian species composition in NF. In 1967/1968 *Bufo bufo* and *Rana arvalis* clearly dominated, while in 2016/2017 *R. temporaria* was by far the most numerous species (Fig. 2A, B). We attribute this shift to habitat change within NF: non-forested wet meadows and marshes have given way to shaded and closed canopy stands of deciduous forest over the last half century (Wężyk and Matyja, 2007). Moreover, the number of relatively large and permanent water bodies has dwindled, with most contemporary amphibian breeding sites being small, semi-permanent and shaded. This type of habitat seems to be better tolerated by the generalist *R. temporaria* (Van Buskirk, 2003; 2005; Vági et al., 2013) compared to either *B. bufo* or *R. arvalis* that typically breed in larger water bodies or prefer more sunlit areas. It is likely that the transition from a mosaic of forest and marshland/wet meadow habitat to a more consolidated and dense deciduous forest resulted in the gradual decline of amphibian species preferring open environments. Further support for this hypothesis stems from the effective loss of two semi-aquatic species (*Bombina bombina* and *Plethodon lessonae*) from the study sites, though both are still present in nearby ponds beyond the forest. We conclude, similar to Skelly et al. (1999), that habitat changes associated with forest succession have had a negative impact on amphibian diversity and abundance in NF.

### 4.3. Spatial variation in amphibian abundance, biomass and body condition

Our results demonstrated that the local abundance of amphibians in NF, in apparently suitable and continuous forest habitat, was determined by fine-scale environmental cues and likely reflected silvicultural heterogeneity in which small forest parcels are allocated to conservation while large areas are dedicated to wood production in managed plantations. On average, we found twice as many amphibians in old growth compared to managed forest. Out of four studied environmental variables, only the volume of coarse woody debris had an unambiguously positive effect on number and biomass of amphibians. The structure of the forest floor was the single most striking difference between the sites. In managed forest (especially plots from group N) the forest floor was almost completely barren (Fig. 1B), with the only refuges being crevices in the roots or trunks of standing trees. In contrast, old growth forest had a well-developed understory and ample downed woody debris (Fig. 1C). Forest floor complexity increases humidity, protects against thermal
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**Fig. 4.** Relationship between the scaled mass index of body condition (SMI) and the natural log of snout-vent length, calculated for *Rana temporaria* and divided into individuals from managed and old growth forest (see legend). This figure shows the existence of two size classes with smaller frogs from old growth forests exhibiting higher SMI. (B) Boxplots showing the distributions of SMI values for *R. temporaria* from managed and old growth forest plots. Boxes show interquartile range (25th to 75th percentile) with lines and red dots representing medians and means, respectively, whiskers include higher and lower values, single points show outliers. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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 Apart from increased numbers, our results suggest that individuals of the most numerous frog species, *Rana temporaria*, had on average ~ 10 % higher body condition (based on the scaled mass index, SMI) in old growth stands compared to individuals from managed forest. This conclusion holds if the comparison is made using the residual body condition index (Fig. 3). Further, we found that this pattern was driven mainly by higher SMI in small frogs (< 4 cm) from old growth stands (Fig. 3 and S5), a size class typical of juveniles in their 1st-2nd years of life (Mauaud et al., 1999). Higher juvenile body mass could be attributed to larger tadpole size at metamorphosis or faster post-metamorphic growth compared to the same cohort in managed forest. Nearly all breeding sites near the old growth stands of Lipówka reserve were small, temporary shaded pools with, we suspect, rather low primary productivity. We did not find any association between number of breeding sites or distance to breeding site and biomass, a relationship that could be expected if tadpole size contributed to body condition of juveniles. Instead, we hypothesize that juvenile frogs living in the leaf litter of unmanaged, old growth forest find more prey and, due to a cooler and more humid microclimate, spend more time and less energy at foraging, leading to a higher calorie intake and enhanced body condition compared to juvenile frogs from managed forest.

SMI reflects energy stores and physiological traits in larval and juvenile *R. temporaria* and decreases in a stressful environment (Ruthsatz et al., 2020). MacCracken and Stebbings (2012) reported a 17–32 % decrease in mean SMI in starved juvenile bullfrogs and other amphibians. The body condition of frogs in August in south-central Poland reflects their state after two to four months of feeding activity during which energy stores are built up for the upcoming winter and subsequent spring breeding (Juszczysz, 1987; Elmberg, 1991a; Elmberg and Lundberg, 1991). Reduced SMI in frogs from managed forest during late summer implies lower chances of successful overwintering (Chen et al., 2011), poorer performance (e.g. migration distance; Ponsero and Joly, 1998) and possible negative reproductive impacts via lower mating success or fewer eggs (Gibbons and McCarthy, 1986; Elmberg, 1991b). The consequences of lower body condition in froglets may be particularly acute due to a strong association between energy stores and overwintering survival (Scott et al., 2007; Garner et al., 2011). We conclude that intensive forest management likely leads to poorer habitat quality that may lower both the abundance and fitness of leaf-litter anurans, which in consequence may weaken population resilience to environmental disturbances and anthropogenic stressors.

### 4.4. Conservation and management implications

We found evidence for a significant and sizable amphibian decline in a temperate, Central European forest over the last 50 years. In contrast to most studies focusing on single species (e.g. Nyström et al., 2007), we documented a decline in an entire amphibian community, including both common and rare species. The species composition, habitat and perceived threats to the amphibian assemblage in our study area are common to large parts of the Western Palearctic, and we therefore suspect that declines in amphibian abundance and their underlying drivers in this region could be more widespread than currently recognized. Due to their roles as high-efficiency biomass converters and a potentially ample food source for larger predators, the decline of leaf-litter amphibian guilds may have systemic consequences for forest ecosystems and associated ecosystem services (Hocking and Babbitt, 2014). However, our data also suggest that old growth forest containing coarse woody debris can partially mitigate long-term declines of forest-dwelling amphibians by maintaining high quality terrestrial habitat that supports relatively numerous individuals and enhances body condition of some species. Thus, our results emphasize the high conservation value of old growth forest due to its role in maintaining the abundance, biomass and body condition of forest litter amphibians.

Nearly all European temperate forests are secondary and managed to some degree (Forest Europe, 2020). Our results bear significant for secondary forest management geared towards improving habitat quality for forest litter amphibians. We found that elevated amounts of coarse woody debris on the forest floor may increase amphibian abundance by a factor of two and lead to improved body condition in the dominant anuran, *Rana temporaria*. In our study plots, deadwood volume in managed forest averaged 8.3 m$^3$/ha (range 0.9–40 m$^3$/ha) which is slightly higher than mean values of deadwood throughout NF (~7 m$^3$/ha; Holeksa et al., 2020), but closer to the current average of 9.8 m$^3$/ha in Poland (Biuro Urzędzenia Lasu i Geodezji Leśnej, 2022). Deadwood in plots situated in old growth forest averaged about 141 m$^3$/ha (range 77–195 m$^3$/ha). We propose that leaving deadwood in quantities approaching values for old growth deciduous forest examined in our study would likely increase anuran abundance and may be attainable even in commercial woodlands, in particular in managed forest in the process of recovering old growth attributes (Vandekerckhove et al., 2009; Meyer and Schmidt, 2011; Paillet et al., 2015). Further, although our conclusions are based mainly on anurans, they likely extend to urodele amphibians because of their lower mobility and dependence on high quality terrestrial habitat (Homyack et al., 2011; Otto et al., 2013), as well as saproxylic and forest specialist taxa (Paillet et al., 2010). Our recommendations may help to strike a balance between wood extraction and biodiversity conservation in woodland ecosystems of temperate regions, reduce the negative impact of forestry on amphibians and restore habitat of old growth forest biota.
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